
P-XSIRUI P-X SERIES
PROFESSIONAL MONOPODS

P-X SERIES TRIPODS

BSRP324X         P-324X  Carbon Fiber  4      32        22     74.8 (1900)     29 (740)           2.6 (1.2)    22 (10)    $274.95 
BSRP424X         P-424X  Carbon Fiber  4      36        25     74.8 (1900)    29.5 (750)         2.9 (1.3)    33 (15)    $299.95 
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P-324X
Recommended Ball Heads:  
G-20X, K-20X, K-30X L-10

P-424X
Recommended Ball Heads:  
G-20X, K-20X, K-30X L-10

For ultimate stability, nothing but a tripod will do. However, there 
are times when a tripod is not practical or allowed. A monopod 
offers excellent stability when working with long telephoto lenses 
and makes a difference in low-light situations. Monopods are 
easy to carry, can be set up instantly and are ideal when you are 
working in tight spaces.

You’ve seen sports photographers on the sidelines with huge 
lenses - they are given small spaces to shoot from and often 
need to quickly move from place to place. Using a tripod is not an 
option under these conditions. Only a monopod will do the job!

The NEW Sirui P-324X and P-424X Photo/Video Monopods 
have three sturdy fold-down support feet that provide stability 
of a tripod with the convenience of a monopod! The rugged feet 
can be stepped on to prevent the monopod from moving, allow-
ing you to creatively pan 360° and tilt up to 15° in any direction! 
This is possible thanks to the extremely smooth and adjustable 
ball head base located on the bottom of the monopod leg.

Features
1. The P-324X/424X have three sturdy fold-down support feet that       
    provide stability of a tripod with the convenience of a monopod! 
 
2. Foam grip for solid hold in wet or cold conditions
 
3. The mounting plate comes with a double headed, reversible  screw 
    that accommodates 1/4” and 3/8” tripod sockets

Tension can be adjusted  
on lower ball head 

Lightweight, compact  
and very stable!
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BSRL10              L-10    Monopod Tilt Head         43                 3.1 (79)                       0.4 (0.2)   33 (15)    $139.95 
BSRVH90           VH-90    Quick Release Mounting Platform & Plate 4                       11.46 oz. (325 gr)        $  99.95 
BSRPMP20        MP-20    Quick Release Mounting Platform & Plate        4                        2.75 oz. (.078 gr)        $  52.95 

Diameter Height in (mm)

NEW
NEW

P-324X P-424X

What’s 
included: 

wrist strap,  
soft carrying case  

and tools


